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Abstract

This paper de�nes the task allocation problem in dis�
tributed work�ows and proposes a useful method to
allocate work�ow tasks to hosts with the objective
of improving the performance of distributed work�
�ow processing� The method can minimize remote
task calls as well as remote resource accesses� which
may make as many work�ow instances as possible
complete their roles in a unit time�

� Introduction

A work�ow comprises a set of tasks intercon�
nected by work�ow control constructs� e�g�� se�
quence� AND� OR� and LOOP� Each task utilizes
distributed information resources� humans� or var�
ious software tools to perform its works� A task
is located in a host and performs its works using
distributed information resources such as databases
which are also placed in hosts and shared by tasks�
Because work�ow tasks and information resources
require some computing power to play their own
roles and all hosts have limited capacities� work�
�ow tasks are commonly distributed among hosts�
If a host is overloaded due to too many tasks or in�
formation resources� the performance of a work�ow
system will severely degrade� In this respect� we ad�
dress two aspects for e�cient distributed work�ow
processing� First� we have to maximize locality of
references� which means that a task and a collection
of resources that are accessed by this task should
be located in the same host� This is because remote
resource accesses of tasks incur additional costs com�
pared with local resource accesses� Second� adjacent
tasks need to be located in the same host as much as
possible� Because otherwise we have to use remote
calls when work�ow controls are transfered between
the tasks during work�ow executions�

In this paper we �rst de�ne the problem of work�

�ow task allocation� and address that it is NP com�
plete� And then� we propose an integer linear pro�
grammingmethod that are e�ective for this problem
when the size of the work�ow is not large�

The taxonomy of a work�ow has not been widely
agreed yet� 	
� and 	�� categorized work�ows into
ad hoc� administrative� and production work�ows�
which is based on the contents� structure� and com�
plexity of a business process� The task allocation
method proposed in the paper can be applied to
production work�ows more than anything else be�
cause they are composed of complex tasks using
many distributed information resources� There have
been some researches for high performance work�ow
systems so far� 	� presented several mechanisms
for managing work�ow deadlines� which can max�
imize the number of work�ow instances satisfying
their deadlines� With the exponentially increasing
number of work�ow users� 	�� proposed a method to
distribute their workloads by adding new work�ow
servers and subnets�

� Work�ow Task Allocation

The distributed work�ow system considered in
this paper is depicted in Figure 
� A work�ow server
which plays a key role of work�ow executions is com�
posed of a task scheduler and a task manager� With
de�ned work�ow schemas� a task scheduler manages
work�ow control �ows between tasks in cooperation
with other task schedulers� The execution and ter�
mination of a task is controlled by a task manager�
A work�ow repository maintains all work�ow infor�
mation generated during work�ow build�time and
runtime such as work�ow schemas� work�ow rele�
vant�control data� organization model� etc�

Many work�ow servers can exist in a host at a
time� and each of them is dedicated to a task and
has the same life cycle as it 	��	��� After the role of a
task completes� its task scheduler transfers work�ow






Figure 
� Distributed Work�ow System

controls to the task schedulers of its neighbor tasks�
Whether these controls are transferred by local or
remote calls is up to the locations of the neighbor
work�ow tasks� When a work�ow task performs its
works� it usually accesses local or remote informa�
tion resources� In these points� the main goal of the
paper is to propose a method that distributes work�
�ow tasks among hosts so that both remote resource
accesses and remote task calls may be minimized�

De�nitions and notations of work�ow components
in a distributed work�ow system are speci�ed as fol�
lows�

� H �� h�� h�� ���� hn �� A host vector� H� is
made up of n number of hosts h�� h�� ���� hn�

� HC �� hc�� hc�� ���� hcn �� Host hi has its ca�
pacity hci within which work�ow tasks located
in hi can perform their works adequately� Each
element of host capacity vector HC has a nor�
malized value and is corresponding to that of
vector H�

� WF �� wf�� wf�� ���� wfm �� A distributed
work�ow system has a set of work�ow schemas
WF � and each work�ow schema wfi is composed
of a set of work�ow tasks Ti�

� T �� t�� t�� ���� ts �� A work�ow task vec�
tor� T � is composed of all work�ow tasks be�
ing in a distributed work�ow system� Thus�
T �

Pm

i�� Ti�

� TC �� tc�� tc�� ���� tcs �� Task ti requires some
computing power tci to perform its works� Be�
cause the value of task capacity vector TC are
also normalized with the same unit as HC� hcj
will be decreased by tci if ti is allocated to hj�

� F �� f�� f�� ���� fs �� Frequency in use for task
ti is fi� We can� therefore� give work�ow tasks
priorities in the order of their frequency in use�
based on vector F �

� CF �� cf�� cf�� ���� cft �� A neighborhood vec�
tor� CF � represents a set of neighbor work�ow
tasks in vector WF � Namely� when tu neighbors
with tv in a work�ow schema� cfi � �tu� tv� is
to be an element of CF � Hence� CF provides
the structural information of work�ows�

� R �� r�� r�� ���� rk �� A resource vector� R�
contains all distributed information resources
shared by tasks�

When we try to allocate work�ow tasks to hosts
for the high performance of distributed work�ows�
we are ought to notice the mutually exclusive rela�
tionships among three environments� the limitation
of a host capacity� reducing as remote resource ac�
cesses as possible� and reducing as remote task calls
as possible� While the limitation of a host capac�
ity requires tasks to be properly distributed among
hosts� some tasks want to be located in a speci�c
host to reduce remote accesses and remote calls�
And� some tasks should be allocated to speci�c hosts
in which information resources accessed by them are
located for reducing remote resource accesses while
the tasks also want to be at the same hosts that their
neighbor tasks exist to reduce remote task calls� The
task allocation method proposed in the paper com�
promises these contrastive situations to give us an
optimal solution�

We make some assumptions from which our pro�
posed method becomes more concrete� Even if only
a task is not allocated to any host� the whole work�
�ows related with it cannot be supported and served
by the property of a work�ow� Because of that� total
capacity of hosts in a distributed work�ow system
is assumed to be large enough to accommodate all
work�ow tasks� We suppose that distributed infor�
mation resources are allocated to hosts in advance
and the information resources which each task ac�
cesses are speci�ed� And� we take it for granted that
all task schedulers can utilize the work�ow reposi�
tory with the same cost� for example� by means of
duplicating it� This means that the cost of accessing
it does not a�ect the task allocation method pro�
posed in the paper�

� An ILP Method

The task allocation problem in distributed work�ows
is concretely de�ned as� When work�ow components
in the distributed work�ow system� namely� vector
H� HC� T � TC � CF � F � and R are de�ned� let � be
a pro�t gained as a work�ow task ti can access its
resource rj locally� and � be one obtained as two
neighbor work�ow tasks� tu and tv� in cfi � �tu� tv�

�



are allocated to the same host� Here� the task al�
location problem in distributed work�ows is to al�
locate work�ow tasks to hosts so that total pro�ts
represented by � and � can be maximized under the
condition that total capacity required by work�ow
tasks allocated to a host hi can exceed its capacity
hci� Formally� the problem may be stated as�

Max

�
�

sX
i��

nX
j��

fi cij bij � �

tX
i��

min�fu� fv� ei�u� v�

�
���

subject to

sX
i��

tci bij � hcj �� � j � n� ���

where

bij �

n
� if ti is allocated to hj �

� otherwise

cij � the number of resources that ti can access

locally in hj �

ei�u� v� �

�
� if both tu and tvin cfi � �tu� tv� are

allocated to the same host�

� otherwise

A feasible solution is a matrix B � �bij� �i �

� ���� s� j � 
� ���� n� satisfying ����

If ti is allocated to hj with bij � 
�
�
Ps

i��

Pn

j�� fi cij bij in an equation �
� is a pro�t
gained from locally accessing information resources
by ti� where cij is the number of resources locally
accessed by ti and fi is frequency in use of ti� If
neighbor work�ow tasks tu and tv in cfi � �tu� tv�
are allocated to the same host with ei�u� v� � 
�
the pro�t �

Pt

i��min�fu� fv� ei�u� v� is made by lo�
cal calls in transferring work�ow controls between
the tasks with frequency min�fu� fv�� Here� when
any two neighbor work�ow tasks tu and tv have
frequency in use fu and fv respectively� frequency
in transferring work�ow controls between them is
min�fu� fv�� Hence� an equation �
� is a total pro�t
gained from all local resource accesses and local task
calls� It is easy to show that the task allocation prob�
lem is NP complete by reducing this problem to the
��
 knapsack problem�

Because the task allocation problem in dis�
tributed work�ows is NP complete to maximize an
objective function satisfying constraints� we can de�
scribe the problem and solve it with integer linear
programming�ILP�� ILP is composed of an objective
function� constraints� and variables� With variables
de�ned in section � and de�nition 
� the task allo�
cation problem may be stated as in the form of ILP�

Objective Function �

Maximize z ��
�

sX
i��

nX
j��

fi cij bij � �

tX
i��

min�fu� fv� ei�u� v�

�

Constraints �
nX

j��

bij � �� i � �� ���� s �	�

sX
i��

tci bij � hcj� j � �� ���� n �
�

buj � bvj � � � ei�u� v��

buj � bvj

�
� ei�u� v�� i � �� ���� t� j � �� ���� n ���

Equation �� makes each work�ow task allocated
to only a host� From equation ���� total capacity
of work�ow tasks allocated to hj cannot exceed the
capacity of the host hcj � And� the value of ei�u� v�
which means whether task tu and tv in cfi � �tu� tv�
are located in the same host or not is determined
through equation ���� A matrix B � �bij� is the
solution of the ILP satisfying the constraints� In
addition� we can de�ne more appropriate ILPs for
the task allocation problem according to the user re�
quirements and distributed work�ow environments�

� Discussion

In ILP of the work�ow task allocation� the most
in�uential factors for the objective function are
the pro�ts � and �� If � is greater than �� the
function may give a higher priority in accessing
local information resources� The other way� if � has
a greater pro�t than �� local task calls may be much
more in�uential to the function� As an example�
TPC�A considers a simple transaction which does
about four database updates 	��� In this case� we
can reduce as many remote communications when
a work�ow task accesses a local database� which
means the pro�t �� On the other hand� when a
work�ow task transfers its work�ow control to any
local work�ow task� we can gain a pro�t � by two
remote communications� invocation of a remote
task scheduler and its response after initialized� In
this paper we� therefore� assume that � � � � � � 
�
For the experiments of the work�ow task allocation
using ILP� we use CPLEX from ILOG company
which has been widely applied to manufacturing
scheduling� airline routing� �nancial portfolio opti�
mization� personnel scheduling� and transportation
logistics� With work�ow schemas depicted in
Figure �� suppose that H �� h�� h�� h	 ���

�� ��� 
� �� TC �� t�� t�� ���� t�� ���
� �� �� ��� �� �� ����� �� ����� �� and all work�
�ow tasks have the same frequency in use� As
the result of the work�ow task allocation us�
ing CPLEX� ft�� t�� t	� t
� t�g is allocated to h��
ft�� t� t�� t��� t��� t�	g to h�� and ft�� t��� t�
� t��g to
h	� Naturally� the results may be changed according





Figure �� Work�ow Schemas

Figure � Work�ow tasks vs� execution time

to the rate between � and ��
It is noticeable that ILP has a big constraint com�

paring to linear programming�LP�� Even though a
problem has thousands of variables� LP can solve it
within reasonable time� However� time complexity
of ILP is closely related with the number of vari�
ables 	��� Figure  explains that the execution time
required to solve the problem in CPLEX exponen�
tially increases along the number of work�ow tasks
or variables� For example� in our experiments� work�
�ows with 
� tasks needs �� variables for ILP and
takes just � seconds to get an optimal solution for
the task allocation problem� In case of 
�� work�
�ow tasks� the ILP has ��� variables and requires
almost 
� minutes to solve it� This means that our
proposed task allocation method using integer lin�
ear programming is rather restrictive to large�scale
work�ow systems with hundreds of work�ow tasks�

� Conclusion

Nowadays� high interests in the concept of a work�
�ow for computerized and automatic business pro�
cessing require new work�ow research areas such as
fault tolerance� availability� data correctness� and
high performance� The task allocation method pro�

posed in this paper is concerned with improving the
performance of distributed work�ows� Distributed
work�ow systems are composed of work�ow schemas
and their tasks� hosts� distributed information re�
sources� humans� etc� If some work�ow components
relevant with each other can be located in the same
host� we can improve the performance of work�ows
by reducing unnecessary remote communications�

In this paper we �rst de�ned the task alloca�
tion problem in distributed work�ows� It proved
to be NP complete� For the problem� we proposed
a task allocation method� using integer linear pro�
gramming� which can minimize remote task calls
for the transmission of work�ow controls as well
as remote resource accesses of work�ow tasks and
ultimately improve the performance of distributed
work�ow processing� Because of the limitation of
ILP� we� however� need to consider new task allo�
cation methods which can be applied to large�scale
work�ow systems�
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